From CALGARY, AB
-West on Hwy 1 to Banff AB (129 km)
-Continue west to GOLDEN BC (139 km)
-Exit LEFT on to HWY 95 South
-Travel SOUTH to SPILLIMACHEEN BC (65 KM)
-Travel SOUTH to Bugaboos Heli-Pad (1.5 km)
-Sign on Highway. Left side.

From REVELSTOKE, BC
-East on Hwy 1 to GOLDEN, BC (151 KM)
-Exit RIGHT on to Hwy 95 South
-Travel SOUTH to SPILLIMACHEEN BC (65 KM)
-Travel SOUTH to Bugaboos Heli-Pad (1.5 km)
-Sign on Highway. Left side.

GPS  Heli-pad Elev.= 799m/2621 ft  50° 53' 55.21" N 116° 21' 26.24" W

CMH Transportation - 403 762 7809
Banff Office - 1 800 661 0252